INPUT DEVICE - BUTTON CONNECTION - USB POWER

DESIGNING NEW CASE - WILL HOUSE BATTERY, WIRELESS TRANSMITTER & X-KEYS MATRIX BOARD
OUTPUT DEVICE - WIRELESS - LCD - RECHARGEABLE

PROTOTYPE WORKING - NEXT: FINAL ENCLOSURE DESIGN & ASSEMBLY OF CASE
FLASH ENVIRONMENT - SCANNING AGENT - FRIENDLY CHARACTER

NEXT: FINISH ENVIRONMENTS, MAKE OBJECTS SELECTABLE, CODE SCENE INTERFACES
THIS WEEKS JOBS

• TRISTAN: COMPLETE SCHEMATIC FOR INPUT DEVICE, INCLUDING COMPONENT MOUNTING

• RYAN: REWORK SCHEMATIC FOR OUTPUT DEVICE, BEGIN ASSEMBLY

• KYLE: PROGRAM THE REST OF GENERIC ROOMS, WORK ON TEXTURES
IN THE FUTURE...

OUTPUT DEVICE COMPLETE:
10-10-07

FLASH HOME ENVIRONMENT COMPLETE: 10-17-07

INPUT DEVICE COMPLETE:
10-17-07